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This delightful retelling of a Native American folktale is “a satisfying selection, creatively
designed, with beautiful pictures and striking imagery” (School Library Journal).Coyote is used
to playing tricks, but in this tale, the tables are turned.Stopping to take a quick nap by the big
salty lake where he’s supposed to bring home salt for cooking, Coyote’s discovered by some
mischievous butterflies. Playing their own trick, they carry Coyote home without his salt. Coyote
is completely confused—until the third time when Coyote wakes up at home with his salt and
discovers the butterflies have been having a bit of fun.

From School Library JournalKindergarten-Grade 3?A delightful retelling of a Tewa legend.
Lovable, lazy coyote is sent by his wife to the big salty lake to bring back salt for cooking. When
he is caught napping on the shore by butterflies, they decide to fool him and carry him home
without the salt. This trick is thrice repeated until at last coyote awakes at home with the bag of
salt beside him. This so pleases his wife that she cooks a feast for all of their friends, including
the laughing butterflies who to this day cannot fly in a straight line but flutter to and fro chortling
over their successful joke. The book concludes with a helpful author's note on the character of
coyote himself and the origin of the tale. The softly textured batik illustrations add feeling and
depth to this simple legend. Dusty oranges, blues, tans, and greens capture the New Mexican
landscape and bring to life the vibrant scenes of the mesa and the animals' expressions and
antics. A satisfying selection, creatively designed, with beautiful pictures and striking imagery.?
Beth Tegart, Oneida City Schools, NYCopyright 1995 Reed Business Information, Inc.From
BooklistAges 6^-8. Arriving at the great salty lake to fetch salt for his wife, Coyote rewards
himself with a nap. While sleeping, he is carried through the air by mischievous butterflies, who
take him back home--without the salt. After the confused Coyote tries several times to complete
his errand, the butterflies take pity on him and return him to his home with a bag full of salt. This
gently humorous tale ends with a great feast attended by all Coyote's animal friends, including
the butterflies. To this day, the butterflies remember the trick they played on Coyote and "flutter
high and low, to and fro, laughing too hard to fly straight." Cactus sitting in a verdant meadow
may give some readers pause, but the large pictures, in bright, appealing colors, make the book
suitable for reading aloud to groups and for storytelling. An author's note gives the source for the
tale, which is based on a Tewa legend, as well as references to other versions. Janice Del
NegroAbout the AuthorHarriet Peck Taylor is an award-winning author, illustrator, and artist who
lives in Boulder, Colorado. She received a BFA in Fine Art and a BA in Education from the
University of Colorado in 1977. She began her career in fine art and continues to work as a
professional artist. Her work is in public and private collections throughout the world. You can
visit her at HarrietPeckTaylor.com.Read more
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BZ Smith, “Sweet Story for Young Children. I got this hoping that it'd be perfect for an 8 year-old,
but in truth, it's better suited to a 4-5 year old. The illustrations are playful and bright. The re-
telling of this Native American (tribal source was not indicated) is a fun tale where the beloved
trickster Coyote gets tricked quite well....by giggling butterflies! Perfect for story time, as a book-
read or as a told tale.”

indy filmmaker, “Another Gorgeously Illustrated Book By Talented Artist Harriet Peck Taylor. I
bought this book after delighting to Taylor's other book "Coyote Places The Stars." This one,
"Coyote and the Laughing Butterflies," is another gorgeously illustrated tale about butterflies
playing a trick on Coyote. What makes the art even more incredible is that Taylor employs
elaborate batik methods, giving the art a vibrant, colorful style that amazes and pleases the eye.
Don't miss this one!”

Rachel Sterrett, “Good book and decent seller.. The only thing that I had to complain about with
this book was that the jacket was slightly torn when I received it. Otherwise, great condition, and
the story itself was lovely! I'll definitely be looking for similar titles, the second and third graders
to whom I read the story thought it was cool.”

tracy d metcalf, “Wonderful book. I loved it the words are to small though.You need to be able to
make it bigger.  The pictures are beautiful.”

Jade, “Love this book!. Our family loves this book. We read it repeatedly when our kids were
young and are now buying it for a cousin.”

Donna J. Jacobs, “My young grandsons loved this story about butterflies who play a trick on ....
My young grandsons loved this story about butterflies who play a trick on an adorable coyote.
The artwork is colorful and enhances the story. And now we know why butterflies cannot fly in a
straight line - they are laughing!”

Animal Freak, “Thrilling book!!!!!. Coyote and the laughing Butterflies is a magical book about a
coyote adn his duty to bring salt to his wife from a huge salt lake. It hooked my attention right
away and I didn't want to put it down until I was done. The illustrations in this book are grogeous
and since I'm an animal lover teh cover and title attracted me right away.In the book because of
teh vivid word choice i could imagine everything the author was telling me in my mind. It was
wonderfully written and was very descriptive during parts of the story. i loved the way the author
described the beautiful butterflies and teh huge salt lake. Even at times were i couldn't picture
sections of teh book in my head the illustrations definately helped me. i highly recommend this
book to young kids who liek animals and adventures. Don't pass this wonderful book up!”



MJ Haertel, “Coyote tale a good laugh. As a children's librarian, I am always tooking for folk tales
from around the world to read or tell to children in the 4-8 year old group. This tale is fun to tell,
but reading it and showing the colorful illustrations of the Southwestern United States is a good
way to show children in Maine a different region of our country. The listeners loved having the
coyote outwitted by butterflies, and many were able to re-tell the tale to parents. I used a coyote
puppet to tell the tale, and the children did a butterfly color page after story time. I would highly
recommend it to children's librarians and to parents.”

shay, “Great!. Read to my class and they loved it!”

The book by Harriet Peck Taylor has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 14 people have provided feedback.
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